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The Editor’s Musings
Mile High & Rising!

T

his issue marks
the start of the
second year of
The Potter Rocketeer.
Over the last year, the
newsletter has expanded and become
more refined.
I’ve certainly learned a
lot in that time, considering I’d never undertaken anything like
this before starting
this endeavor.
The first issue consisted of 8 pages that
threw together kind of
hastily. But the newsletter quickly found its
feet and grew to 12
(because of the way
this is printed and
bound, I must work in
4-page increments).
The extra pages allowed more room for
new content and more
pictures.

design not found anywhere else. With any
luck, we can get enthusiastic readers to build
their own. This particular design is one of my
own, but I am happy to
have club members submit their own designs for
future publication.
On a similar note, I am
also happy to accept other types of contributions
as well. Even though the
current regular features
and club content do fill
the bulk of the pages,
there’s always room for
stories, articles and reports from readers and
club members. That also
saves me from having to
write as much myself!

In this issue,
the first
submission
from one
of younger
members Lucas MonStarting with this isroe. We
sue, the page count
also have
has grown again to 16 the winpages. Combined with ning story
an updated format,
from the
there is now more
club’s winpage space to allow
ter Facearticles, reviews and
book confeatures to be fuller; I test. Fudon’t have to be quite ture issues
as contentious of
with run
keeping articles brief.
other reader stories,
This issue also introa report
duces a new feature I
from NARcall PR Plans. This
CON, as
piece allows us to
well as
share the build details
other conand patterns to scratch
tent by
-build a unique rocket

club members.
I’d eventually like to
build the publication
up to the point where
we can move from a
quarterly schedule to
bi-monthly. Doing so,
however, will require a
lot more work. That
also means more content contributions.
By the same token, I
always open to ideas
for articles and stories.
So, don’t hold back, if
you ever wanted to
see your name in
print, here’s your
chance!
Here’s to another successful year!
Rick

we have
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El Presidente

W

Larry’s Treasury Chest

ell, here we
are going into
Spring of
2019, and I'm happy
to say that everything
is shaping up nicely for
our upcoming flying
season this year.

Just so all of you
know, this event is the
main reason why we
don't have to charge
members a monthly
range fee as well as
your membership
dues.

To start
with,
we
have
had a
few
BOD
members
step
down
so they
can
have
more
time
flying
rockets
with the
rest of
you.

Every other rocket
club out there has
membership dues and
monthly range fees for
its members. In fact,
your BOD is trying to
come up with some
ways to keep us from
having to do the same
as all the other clubs.

Also,
we
have a couple very energetic new BOD members join the group, so
things are moving
along in a very good
way for the club.
As you may have noticed, the website for
URRF 6 is already up
and running and we
have several registered fliers already
signed up. At this rate,
we are going to have a
great URRF this year.

We will do our best to
make this as painless
as possible, but in the
meantime, your help
with the monthly
launches and with
URRF can help. So
please consider helping at URRF by volunteering to do at least
one or two 2-hour
range duty shifts.
We need your help to
make this premier
event great for everyone. And please look
for ways that you can
help ease the work
load at the monthly
launches too.
I'm looking forward to
seeing all of you on
the field in Potter this
year having a great
time, flying rockets.
Mike Dutch

S

o, the year of
2019 is just beginning, URRF 6
registration is open
and we already have
20 flyers.
URRF is
the club’s
annual
three-day
flying festival,
which is
the clubs
major fund raiser.
This annual event provides us with the
growth the club has
enjoyed for many
years. We are financially healthy with
about $6,000 in available funds.

it requires more labor
to support its growth.
Our club, like others,
relies heavily on volunteers. The last couple
years have produced many new
faces when it
comes to stepping up and contributing to the
labor needs.
Over the years,
the volunteers
that provide most of
the labor have, obviously, become BOD
members as they, over
time, become interested in maintaining the
club we all so enjoy.

Getting involved for
me is way more then
The URRG annual
the club. It’s the
membership renewal
friends, the families
for 2019 is on track
and the relationships
with 50 members althat have turned into
ready, some of which
group camping, dinare new to the club.
ners and even travels
The club’s membership
together to enjoy other
funds are another imrocketry events.
portant component of
the club’s budget. We There are some new
have been able to hold and exciting ideas and
improvements which
the renewal fees low
the BOD has been dissince strength is in
numbers, and our club cussing. These will
require both finances
membership has
and labor. All I can
grown every year.
say is that getting inThe club has a lot to
volved can really be
be proud of. We have,
fun - it’s like building a
over the years, acrocket, or maybe a
quired many of major
Rocket Club. Cheers
pieces of equipment
to all and looking forthat makes for enjoyaward to fun filled year.
ble flying.
Larry Weibert
The club is healthy and
growing, and with that
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Lucas Gets His Jr. Level 1

A

not so long time
ago in a field not
so far away, I
obtained my Junior
level one certification,
under the Tripoli Mentoring Program. It
took a long time.
At first, I had to find a
mentor that has Level
1 certification. That
was hard I had to wait
for my Dad to get his
L1, but that is another
story for another day
(He always seems to
find the thickest & tallest corn).
I had to study I used
the study guide that
Tripoli sends with your
membership booklet. I

studied it whenever I
could. In the car, at
home, at school, it
didn't matter.
Once, while was studying in the car, my
mom was quizzing me.
Once I answered a
question, she checked
the answer in the back
of the booklet. She
was looking in the
wrong answer section.
We were quizzing
technical things, and
she got her answers
from the safety answers. We were so
confused.

I had been building a
4in diameter Madcow
Patriot with a 38mm

motor mount for after
the test and couldn't
wait to fly it. I had
slightly modified the
rocket by adding a
tether to my nose
cone and avionics bay.
The hardest part of
that rocket was attaching the fins to the
motor tube. It took a
lot of time and epoxy.
I did inner fillets on
the tube, which added
strength to the rocket.
Anyway, halfway
through the day at the
September 2018
launch, I sat down
with Mr. Dutch. He explained the test and
that I can only miss 5
questions to pass.
There were some very
challenging questions,

Rocketry Rumors & Nebulous News

W

ell, the rumor
is true. Even
with the retirement of Jim Flis,
Fliskits will live on.
The brand was purchased by none other
than friends of URRG
Ray DiPaola and Eric
Henderson of CATO.
So, congrats to both of
you, and best of luck
getting Fliskits back on
its feet.
NewWay Rockets has
introduced is celebrating 10 years in business with the introduction of a Micro-Maxx
downscale of their
Square One, using 3D
printing for both the

nose cone and square
body tube.
Estes will soon be reissuing their Multi-Roc
kit, first teased in the
2018 catalog. With
multiple flight combinations and a glider,
the Multi-Roc is sure to
interest low power
sport fliers. Estes has
also now re-released
the venerable Saturn V
kit, now renumbered
as kit #1969.
While a small number
of the 1/100th scale
kits were pre-released
before the end of
2018, the kit became
widely available in mid
January.
Estes Industries Image
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Some retailers are
selling for a much as
40% below the list
price, so it can found
for around $60. Early
issues will also include
a 1/100 scale lunar
module as a bonus.
It also appears that
the rumored smaller, 1/200th scale
Estes Saturn V offering will take the
form of pre-built,
ready to fly model
that will carry a
significant level of
detail.
The 1/200 scale
Saturn V should
still be approximately 2” in diameter and 22”

but I only missed 5. I
passed.
I was ecstatic!
I got to fly my rocket
afterwards on an H123 and flew it to
2200 ft. it came back
perfectly and is ready
to fly another day. It
was a great flight.
I’d like to thank everyone who supported me
to this achievement,
especially my Dad &
Mr. Dutch.
Being able to fly bigger
rockets is exciting, but
it comes with some
hard work. Stay Safe!
See you on the field,
Lucas Monroe

tall, making it a nice
option for folks looking
for a more portable
version of don’t wish
spend the time needed
to build the bigger kit.

In other news, last
issue, Semroc is now
offering upgrades to
the newly re-released
Estes Super Big Bertha. Retailing for
$7.99, they have a
plywood ring kit upgrade that allows a
better anchor for upgraded recovery harnesses. And for
$19.99, they have a
fin kit that replaces
the fin cores with light
plywood. Look for part
numbers CR-ES-9719P
& FES-9719P at erockets.biz.
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Featured Rocket: Explorer 1

O

n January 31st,
1958, the United States of
America officially entered the Space Age.
On that day, Explorer
1 was launched, and
for the first time ever,
the USA had an artificial object in orbit.
I’ll start with an important point—
Explorer 1 is not a
rocket per se (which
this segment normally
covers). Rather, it
was a satellite which
happens to be rocket
powered. And it looks

enough like a rocket
that its’ well suited to
building a flying model.

belts that surround phere and burning up,
but not before comthe planet.
pleting more than
Explorer 1 also carried 58,000 orbits of the
multiple temperature
planet.
sensors as well as
Explorer 1 was later
equipment for detectfollowed by four sibing micro meteorites

Launched
atop a Jupiter-C
rocket,
Explorer 1
took to
the skies
just
months
after the
Soviets
shocked
the world
with the
very first
Sputnik
launch in
October of
1957.
Built by
JPL under
the direction of none
other than Wernher
von Braun, America’s
first satellite included
several scientific instruments.

NASA Image

striking the 30 pound
satellite.
Placed in an oblong
orbit, its distance to
Earth ranged between
220 and 1563 miles.

lings. Although Explorers 2 and 5 never
made orbit, both 3 & 4
did, remaining functional for similar durations of time to Explorer 1.

It made approximately
According to NASA,
the primary function of 12 and a half orbits
per day.
Explorer 1 was to
measure radiIt was America’s Explorer 1 reation in a
mained funcfirst satellite,
-Earth envitional for
ronment.
launched shortly about 4

Explorer 1 taking flight on
January 31, 1958
NASA Image
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Ok, so what does that
mean for the curious
model builder? Well, I
guess that depends on
what you’re into. I am
not aware of any kits
that are commercially
available, though Fanmonths
before
after
Sputnik.
Keep in mind,
running out of tastic Plastic did offer
this was the
a plastic model kit.
first object that Ameri- power.
cans had put into orThe basic design is relAlthough it made its
bit, so we had a lot to
atively straightforfinal transmission
learn, but this led to
ward, so an experihome in late May of
the discovery of the
enced scratch builder
1958, it remained in
Van Allen radiation
orbit until 1970, finally shouldn’t have too
reentering the atmos-

(cont’d on pg 12)
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Kit Review: Rocketarium Black Brant IV-B

S

ay the words
“Black Brant”
aloud at any given club launch, and
you’ll likely conjure up
images of black &
white roll patterns,
long pointy nose cones
and trim boat tails.
The Black Brant II
seems almost designed
to be and instant classic amongst hobbyists.

kit and
pairs it with Tech Specs
a larger
Manufacturer:
Rocketarium
tube for the
Type:
Sounding Rocket
booster
section.
Scale:
1/10
The tubes
1.72”
themselves Body Diameter:
Fortunately, Rocketariare similar
um—who produces
Length:
43.9”
in size to
very nice scale kits—
BT50 & 60
Weight:
5.5oz (Mfg. spec)
comes to the rescue
Estes
here. The offer 1/10
Motor Mount:
24mm
tubes, but
scale kits for the Black
they are
Recovery:
18” Nylon Chute
With that said, that’s
Brant III and two versignificantly
just one rocket in a
sions of the Black
Price:
$40.95
heavier
large family of soundBrant IV.
walled.
ing rockets produced
The kit we’re looking
since the early 1960s
Rocketarium includes a cut wood. These are
at here is Black Brant
the fin can details,
by Canadian manufac3D printed nose cone
IV-B, which is essenturer Bristol Aeroand a 3D printed tran- providing a scale reptially the “standard”
resentation of
space. Most of the
sition that are both
version. The IV-B Mod
(cont’d on pg 11)
other members of the
scaled correctly.
-1, also available, has
family are less well
small finlets on the
The kit is actually sinknown in the rocketing
stage transition.
gle stage, so the modcommunity.
el is built similar to
Structurally, a Black
In the first issue of The
other models with two
Brant IV is a 2-stage
Potter Rocketeer, we
tube sizes joined by a
combination of a III put a spotlight on the
transition.
as the sustainer - and
Black Brant III. Rea V, as a booster. As
However, they have
cently, the club gave
such, this kit borrows
also built in a lot of
away a Public Missiles
the nose cone and
additional detail that
Black Brant V-B kit on
body tube of their III
you wouldn’t find in,
say, a typical Skill
Level 1 or 2 sort of
model. The booster
has a step in diameter
in the fin can, done
with a segment of
coupler tube. There
is also fin attachment
detail.

Black Brant IV Parts Layout

Face Book. But past
that, when was the
last time that you
heard anything about
one of the more obscure Black Brant
models?

The kit also includes a
set of precise, lasercut .060” thick plywood fins. Additionally, there is a bag of
small parts, most of
which are also laser-
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length. But by then,
I’d already
epoxied

PR Plans:
The Onondaga
Original Design, Renderings &
Article Text by Rick Barnes

T

he design of Onondaga came
about as a result
of needing find a use
for a nose cone, which
had already been
drilled and weighted.

nose
weight
and a hardwood
dowel into it. I picked
a different cone for the
Ninja, but what to do
with the one I had?
Obviously, I needed to
design a rocket that
needed that specific
weight cone.

Thus was born the Onondaga. Because I
can’t seem to do anything normal, I decided that it needed to
have six
fins. And
not only
did it also
18” BT-70
have a
boat tail,
BNC-70G3 (Semroc)
the fins
3/32” Basswood
had to
12” BT-50H
overlap
2 CR50H70-W (BMS)
the tail
cone. In
depending on tail cone
fact, the
Paper OR 3D Print
roll pat1 oz Shot or Clay
tern paint
1/2” x 1.5” Dowel
job was
36” 300# Kevlar
designed
to specifi18” Thin-mil Chute
cally
BT50 Motor Block
highlight
3.5” (E-size) Motor
that asHook
pect.

my assumption is that
scratch builders can
figure out the basics.
But I will
point out
some of
the
specific
quirks.
I
the
3/32

I originally bought the
3G balsa cone for an
upscaled Estes Ninja,
but I later decided it
wasn’t the right

Building Supplies
Body Tube:
Nose Cone:
Fin Material:
Motor Mount:
Centering Rings:
Tail Cone:
Miscellaneous:

Swivel
Mini-Buttons
Optional:

3rd CR50H70-W,
CR50H60-F &
CR5052H-P (paper tail)
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I am not
going to
go stepby-step
through
the build
process;

cifically
designed
3D-printed
cone.
The print has
slots ready made
for the fins, so
they can use a
through-the-wall tab
for their full length.
The basic rocket can
be assembled conventionally (save for
all the fins), and
tail cone can
slide onto the
end.

The .STL file for
the print is
available to
builders,
email the
Potter
Rocketeer and
Onondaga Fin Pattern
I’ll be
3D print .STL file for the tail
cone is available, as are .ork
& .rkt simulation files. Email
PotterRocketeer@gmail.com

Cut-out needed
for paper tailcone

Eye Screw

made
fins of
basswood.
On the one
that I
built, the
tailcone
is laminated
up

from paper and card
stock. I have since
simplified the
structure
to use a
spe-
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leave that to the builder. If I were to do it
again, I’d just
use the 3D
printed
cone

Onondaga Tail Cone Pattern

in-

happy to send
it to you.
For folks that do not
have access to a 3D
printer or simply prefer the old fashioned
way, the pattern for
the paper tail cone is
above.
In building mine, I cut
out the cone from a
cereal box, using the
pattern printed on office paper. After rolling the cardboard over
the edge of the kitchen
counter and gluing it
up, I then wrapped the
paper pattern over the
outside of the card
cone, with the seam
on the opposite side. I
thought it would
strengthen it.
I added the 3 extra
centering rings listed
as optional here—the
CR5052H-P was used
at the small end
as a rear to
close it out. It
should be noted that
this ring needs sanding
to fit over BT50H tubing. The CR50H60-F

was
inserted partially down into
the paper cone
as a sort of midway
support.
The third CR50H70-W
ring goes right at the
end of the main tube.
I glued mine so that it
stuck out slightly, giving the front end of
the paper cone a
shoulder to sit on.

stead.
There
are online
based printing businesses,
such as Shapeways.com that do
this well.
I use an 18” thin-mil
nylon parachute,
which packs up nice
with a Chute Release
attached inside the
BT70 tube.

Recovery harness is
at the builder’s discretion; I used a
screw eye threaded
Of course, building the into the hardwood
dowel to tie onto the
tail cone this way
cone,
means that the fins
and
have to be notched or
drilled
slotted to clear the
a hole in the top
centering rings. On
centering ring to
mine, I stopped the
TTW tab at the rear of pass the harness
through. I looped it
the body tube, and
then relieved the fin to around the motor
match the
profile tube and tied it
off.
of the
tail
cone.
(cont’d on pg 10)
I’ll

Nose Weight

1/2” Dowel

18” Nylon
Chute

Motor Block
3D Printed
Tail Cone
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Onondaga Continued...
When it comes to flying, this rocket has
become one of my favorites. It looks good
on the pad, flies nice
and
straight
(though it
is influenced by the
wind a little), and does
well on single use
24mm motors.

2019 1st Quarter
der E-motors are an
option, though I’d stay
away from the E9 due
to the low thrust.
My motor of choice is
an Aerotech E20-7,

which gives the Onondaga a nice kick off
the pad, and it burns
long enough to justify
It is light enough,
using the Chute Rehowever, to fly well on lease. Of course, E30
a D12-5. Black pow& E15 choices are just

as well suited.
I’ve come to quite like
the overall look and
profile of this design.
It has a quasi- V-2
look

(especially with the
roll pattern), but with
a twist.
Of course, the logical
thing to do next is to
upscale. To that end,

Know Your BOD: Larry Weibert

H

i Team. I wanted to take a
moment to introduce myself. I
started
building
rockets in
5-6th grade
and wound
up with 40
built kits
by 8th
grade.
Back in
school we
had a 7-9th
grade
rocket club
that I so
enjoyed.
During
high
school and
while attending
college life
and work
got in the
way and with that so
went the rockets.
That was back in the
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70’s.

child.

I’ve already drawn up
plans to upscale it 4”
tubing and a 38mm
mount using LOC components. The tail cone
will definitely be
3D printed.
But in the interim, the BT-70
based mid-power
model is a nice,
portable size that
flies well. I’d love to
see someone else build
one as well.

By Larry Weibert

worked my way to
Level-2. I have very
I showed up on the
So, I became involved,
much enjoyed EX,
field back in 2009. I
URRG was formed and
which Dutch also got
accidently
I became
me into.
noticed rock- the treasur“Yes, everything I
ets flying
er. I knew
Looking back, I
do, say, or build realize most of
while in the
very little
Finger Lakes. about anywinds up with a my time with
thing other
weasel in it.” URRG has been
The first guy
than buildmore working
I meet on
ing low power at the
and supporting the
the field was
time.
club’s needs, not so
Mike Dutch,
much rockets.
the founder
Soon the club was
of then PYawarded LDRS 31 and I wound up adding the
RO, which
I was the guy that
hats of Prefect and
was before
Dutch recruited to
waiver manager at
URRG was
build the 24 necessary some point. It’s interformed.
as
esting, because I have
Mikepads,
Dutch,now
headknown
BFR wrangler
weasel
always enjoyed whatRickthe
Barnes
photopads - and
Dutch introthe 4 bigger ones
ever I am doing at the
duced me to
known as the mega
time and helping with
those on the
weasels.
the club has really
field, and
been rewarding.
here we are
Yes, everything I do,
10 years lat- say, or build somehow Over the years I have
er. Seeing
winds up with a weasel made so many great
rockets bigin it.
friends. Every club
ger than an
winds up with a core
Over the years, I have
E blew my mind. I
group that do much of
enjoyed building and
was amazed at were
flying rockets, and
(cont’d on pg 13)
rocketry went since a
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Black Brant Continued... well as vinyl for
the white stripes
the fin attachment
on the rocket’s sides.
plates.
The builder
need only red
The kit includes a
paint for finishcamouflaged 18” nylon
ing.
parachute. While it
looks like a nice chute, So as you might
I’ve replaced it with
expect, start off
something a little easi- by reading
er to spot, a thin-mil
through the inTop Flight
The kit includes
chute in Infull-color structions.
ternational
Orange.
instructions and While much of
the build is
The recovery an 11x17 drawing
straightforharness is by
of the rocket ward, it’s a
the traditiongood idea to
al Estes method of
become familiar with
rubber band shock
the unique bits—
cord. This was also
particularly those fin
upgraded
can details—
in the
before diving
build, using
in.
300# Kevlar. It is
So, the actual
worth notbuild starts
ing as well
with motor
that the kit
mount, as do
includes a
most kits. This
baffle, to
part is pretty
which the
straightforward.
shock cord
This is followed
is anby assembling
chored.
the baffle. It,
And lastly,
too, is pretty
the kit inconventional. I
cludes fullwould, howevcolor iner, suggest a
structions
coating of
and an 11
epoxy on the
x 18 drawend facing the
ing of the
motor to help
finished
reduce burnrocket.
through.
There are
also 2-color
water slide
decals for
surface details, as

Now, we get to
the fins. The
laser cutting is
clean, and
there’s very
little sanding

needed to shape them, are attached. From
just on the leading
there, the last major
edge.
assembly is of the upper section,
the would-be
sustainer on
the full size
Left: Fin
rocket.
assemblies
with mountThe nose
ing plates
cone and
transition
(referred to as
a conical stabiHowever, the detail
lizer) are 3D printed.
plates are small, deliThey look to be good
cate balsa parts that
quality prints, but they
do need proper shapare not smooth as a
ing and sanding to be
molded part would be.
scale correct. I found a So, filling and sanding
nail file to be a good
is required. With that
choice for this. There
said, the fit of the
are four of these per
parts is good.
fin, plus a base plate.
With a 24mm mount,
So, each fin is assemthe Black Brant IV can
bled from six pieces.
fly on motors ranging
As mentioned before,
from a D12-5 to single
the step in the fin can use F motors. The
is made with a section D12 is recommended
of coupler. Although
for first flight,
Below: Baffle
the directions do not
and I imagine
plates
are laser
specifically state what that it will really
cut
plywood
type of glue to use, I
scoot on a F44.
went with epoxy for
I guess
this.
we’ll
have to
The coupler has to be
wait till
inserted about 3 inchspring to
es into the booster
find out.
tube, and I wanted to
avoid the friction lock
Overall,
that wood glues usual- Rockly lead to. I did the
etarium
same when installing
did a
the baffle in the folnice job
lowing step. With cou- in the execution of this
pler glued in, the mokit. It builds well and
tor mount is inserted
is a great choice for
into the coupler tube.
developing scale build
techniques.
Once the booster tube
assembly is
Visit: https://www.rocketarium.com/
finished, the
Rockets/Black-Brant-IV?cPath=80&
lugs and fins
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Explorer I Continued...
much difficulty getting
the form right.
The original
satellite
wasn’t that
big; given
the lift capability at
the time, it
couldn’t be.
But at 80
inches long and 6.5
inches in diameter, a
1/2 or 1/3 scale model
is within the grasp of
mid-power. For that
matter, a full size replica isn’t out of the
question for someone
that’s an L2 or L3.

BOD Corner

A

s we race toward
the 2019 launch
season, your
board of directors has
been hard at work preparing for the new
year.
Foremost, the BOD
sorted out some house
keeping issues. As
previously reported, at
the end of 2018 several BOD members
stepped down. This
left several holes in
the BOD structure.
Fortunately, this was
quickly remedied, as
Jerry Briggs and Steve
Spencer joined, and
Mike Crupe re-joined
the BOD.
In January, the BOD
voted to fill the named
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It goes without saying
that the builder will
have to devise fins, for
one thing. This could
be a little tricky, but

plenty of models
have used Lexan
or something similar for this purpose.
Perhaps the trickiest
part comes along with
how much detail you’d
board positions left
vacant.
Starting at the top,
Mike Dutch is now formally the BOD President (formerly acting).
Jerry Briggs is now
Vice President. Rick
Barnes was named
Secretary. The BOD is
now complete, per our
by-laws.
Improving
communication amongst
the BOD was
a goal that
Jerry has
helped facilitate. In addition to the
face-to-face
meetings,
the BOD has
several other
tools to keep
in touch.

like to include. For
starters, Explorer had
four long whip antennae protruding from its
upper/mid section.

These might be
better suited for static
display only and removed for flight.

We now have biweekly WebEx calls,
and have adopted the
WebEx Teams website
as a means of sharing
information, files, etc.
The BOD has also had
two group meetings
over the winter—no
easy feat, since we’re
essentially spread
from Buffalo to Boston. The first meeting

There are also some
minor changes in diameter between the
motor and instrument
sections. They are
close
enough,
perhaps,
that they
could be
accounted
for with
standard
body and
coupler tube
sections.
The nozzle section is begging for a
detailed 3D printing,
as are several of the

(cont’d on pg 15)
took place on January
27th, at Rick’s house
in Victor. The second
was just held on March
9th, at Mike C’s place
in Altamont, NY.
Primary discussions
have included future
plans for the club,
ways to improve volunteer interaction, ideas for promoting the
club, improvements to
the website, as
well as news to
connect with
the community.

The highest priority for the
BOD right now
is preparation
for URRF. As
most know, the
Upstate ReYour BOD (from left to right) - Mike Dutch, Rick search Rocketry
Barnes, Bob Krech, Mike Crupe, Larry Weibert,
Festival is in its
& Jerry Briggs.
Not present—Steve Spencer

2019 1st Quarter
6th year, and continues to become more
popular.
With that said, there is
a vast amount of work
required to organize
and put on the event.
A committee has been
established to handle
all of major functions
for the event. The
field/parking map is
being updated. A tentative new food vendor
has been identified.
The URRF website is
up and running, and
has been since early
February. Artwork for
the site and tee-shirt
logo has been created.
Registration for URRF
is now open and shirts
can be ordered.
In the months and
weeks leading up to
URRF, the pace will
begin to pick up, as
more of the preparations come together.
A large number of volunteers are required to
actually run the
launch. As such, the
BOD has also been
considering ideas for
incentives to get people to pitch in.
Similarly, we need volunteers to step forward to help run normal weekend launches. Every month
needs a Launch Director to oversee the
event. Please consider
taking a shot at the
mic and pushing the
button. We’ll show
you how!

The Potter Rocketeer
Larry Continued...
the background work.
The byproduct of getting involved is a
group that camps, enjoys dinners, cooks
together and – yes even enjoy cold and
hot beverages around
campfires.
In the last year, I actually have flown a few
rockets. And, my recent retirement from
my main job will really
allow me to enjoy the
hobby even more.
This year, I can feel
the energy of some
great ideas and improvements that will
help the membership
enjoy the hobby even
more.
All I can say is if you
haven’t been involved
other than flying, your
missing out on some
of the best fun of the
hobby.
Come join us on or off
the field - there’s so
much more out there
that needs to be discovered.

Winter Meetings
The January and February winter meetings
were something of a
bust. Between a
snowstorm and Valentine’s Day, the attendance was minimal.
The next meeting is
on March 14. Hopefully the weather will
be better and everyone will come!

Facebook Story Contest
took off and shot into a
Winner
In January, URRG ran
contest on our Facebook page, awarding a
Public Missiles Black
Brant VB kit to the
best short rocketry
story submitted on the
Page.
Congratulations to
Kirk Groeneveld,
who submitted the
winning entry. His
story is as follows:

I

t was my first MidPower rocket, and
I built it with
epoxy and attached
rail buttons specifically
to have it qualify for
Level 1.
"Say, you wanna try a
G motor in that rocket
of yours?" he crooned.
"It's just a little older
and might not light
well."
"Sure, what's the
risk?" I agreed.
We placed it on the 10
-10 launch rail, having
inserted the motor and
igniter.
When the launch button was pushed, there
were a series of chuffs,
and puffs. The rocket
jumped in fits and
spurts, looking like it
wasn't going to clear
the rod. Suddenly,
with a final roar, it

low arc. Apogee was a
lot lower than we had
expected, and several
HPR guys started muttering the rosary chant,
"c'mon baby", encouraging the chute to deploy.
Downward it fell, and
just 35 feet over the
ground, the ejection
charge went off, blowing
the nosecone clear and
dragging the chute out.
Barely ten feet off the
ground, the chute inflated and the rocket body
inverted, snapped
around by the sudden
jerk, and then disappeared behind a small
scrub bush.
"I think I owe you a new
rocket," said my mentor.
"We'll see," I said, as we
approached in an ATV.
There in the mowed
grass, we found the
rocket, intact, with a
core sample of sod
shoved up its butt. It
had inverted at the last
moment and hit squarely on the nozzle.
"That's the last of those
chuffing G motors you'll
launch here," warned
the range safety officer.
And he was right!
By Kirk Groeneveld
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Rocketry Marketplace

www.performancehobbies.com

Column ads are free to URRG
members, and advertisement
banners are free to regular field
vendors. All others contact the
editor for more info

www.macperformance.com

don’t have their
own machines. I
ring segments. There have used
is probably enough de- www.shapeways.com
tail in the drawings
with good success
and images that found many times.

Explorer I Continued...

option is to contract
Roachwerks for a custom hardwood cone. I
have also had good
luck with their work for
mid-to-larger size custom cones.
And of course,
3D printing is
an option here
as well.
There is a replica of Explorer
1 hanging in
the lobby of
the Smithsonian Air & Space
Museum on the
National Mall in
Washington
DC.

online to do a fair job
replicating these aspects.
As mentioned elsewhere in this issue,
there are businesses
that specialize in 3D
printing for folks that

As such, it isn’t
out of reach
for a scale
builder with a
camera to get scale
The nose cone is a
detail information. It
basic blunted, straightjust requires a trip to
tapered cone. Semroc
the Smithsonian, a
offers several cones in
worthy endeavor for
different sizes, such as
any rocketry buff.
BNC-55CO, that have
approximately the correct profile. Another

Wikipedia Commons Image

Left: Replica Explorer 1 hanging
in the Air & Space Museum with
Sputnik.
Above: Replica Explorer 1 held
aloft by William Pickering, James
Van Allen, and Wernher von
Braun, alongside a model of Jupiter-C at a press conference
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Upcoming Events
UPSTATE RESEARCH
ROCKETRY GROUP
Launch Site:
Torrey Farms of Potter
4272 State Rt. 364
Penn Yan, NY
14527
NAR Section #765
Tripoli Prefecture # 139
E-Mail:

March 14—
April 27 & 28—
May 18 & 19—
June 21, 22, & 23—
July 20 & 21—

Member Meeting
Launch #1
Launch #2
URRF 6!
Launch #4
Apollo 11 50th
August 17 & 18—
Launch #5
September 28 & 29—Launch #6
October 19 & 20—
Launch #7
November 16 & 17— Launch #8

urrgbod@gmail.com
PotterRocketeer@gmail.com

www.urrg.us
www.facebook.com/groups/
urrgny

Copyright © 2018 Upstate
Research Rocketry Group

720 Creek Lane
Youngstown NY
14174

The Upstate Research Rocketry
Group, Inc (URRG) is located in
Western New York. We are a
NYS incorporated non-profit 501C3 focusing on educational and
research aspects of amateur
rocketry.
We are dedicated to promoting
model and high power rocketry,
and are registered as prefecture
#139 with the Tripoli Rocketry
Association and NAR Section
#765.
URRG has the privilege of flying
at Torrey Farms of Potter, NY,
one of the finest fields in the
Northeast. The former swamp
nestled in the heart of the picturesque Finger Lakes wine region,
is now a productive farm and
has been the home to the July
4th “Muck Fest,” LDRS-28, LDRS31, URRF, and LDRS-34.

Off the Pad

We’re on the Web!

About URRG

URRG at Torrey Farms has been
described by Rockets Magazine as
the Northeast's summer time
rocketry destination.
So whether you’re a BAR, an old
timer, or just interested in seeing
some amazing launches, take
some time and visit us during a
launch. We’re looking forward to
seeing you at our next event.
Why you shouldn’t let your
rockets stop off at Smuggler’s
on the way to the pad...

Member Name
Street Address
City, ST 12345

